
HOME PRACTICE :: DESPACHO MAKING

The following teachings and directions are from my teacher Joan Parisi
Wilcox, with permission to share.
 
Intro to Making A Despacho
 
While the despacho has a structure and form, it is all about intention. That is
the most important part of the process--to be clear on what you are asking
for (see below**) and then to make it and offer it with deep feeling, the
authentic self.
 
There are three reasons for offering a despacho: 
1) To ask for something, such as information or a blessing for yourself or
someone else--from healing to a baby to a new business to new love. 
 
2) To offer gratitude and appreciation for something, including your life,
something that has happened or you have acquired, for the Spirits, God, or
whatever. 
 
3) As a pago, which is a payment, such as to make atonement for something,
to ask forgiveness, etc. 
 
Despacho is the Spanish word for the nature bundle and offering that in the
ancient Quechua is called the hayway (pronounced sort of like “hi-why”),
which literally means “offering.” 
 
As an offering, the despacho is a bundle of items infused with your personal
power and intent and offered in ayni to the cosmos or spirit beings. It has a
base of paper, which is covered with natural and manmade items that
represent your intent and your state of mind, heart, and being. The items you
select for a despacho have both universal meaning (shell = divine feminine,
cross = divine masculine, etc.) and personal meaning. Once you have made
the despacho, you then close up the bundle and offer it to the spirits by
burning it, burying it, or releasing it in a body of water.
 
Although there are general guidelines for making a despacho (paper, shell,
cross, k’intus, offering items), there is no one set of rules for its structure or
organization. There are no fixed placements for the items because the
despacho must be true and authentic to your intention.
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It’s your despacho—what you put in it is infused with your meaning, through
your own intent and personal power.
 
When you make a despacho it is like inviting the most honored guests (the
spirit beings) to your house and making and serving them the finest food
(everything you put in the despacho, especially your intent).
 
(As an aside: Don’t misunderstand that the “finest food” means anything
sentimental. As I indicated earlier, if you are making a request to lift a deep
depression, then the main ingredient of your meal for the spirits will be your
dark and debilitating depression.)
 
Making a Despacho
 
Begin by preparing yourself with meditation, clearing energy with
sweetgrass, palo santo or sage, and calling in your guides and ancestors. If
you practice calling in the directions, you may do so at this tie.
 
Let your intuition guide you! You can be as creative as you’d like, but below
are some fundamentals that you can use to guide you. Here is one of many
different ways to make a Despacho:
 
First consider your intention and vision, and gather little items that represent
what you are letting go and what you are calling in. For instance, if you are
calling in more sweetness in your life, perhaps include a sweet candy or some
honey. If you are ready to release heavier depression so that Mother
Earth/Pachamama can transform it for you, include something heavier or
darker such as a dark stone. When you offer an item to the despacho, you can
infuse it with your finest energy by gently blowing on it three times before
you place it in the despacho.
 
Start with a rectangular white paper. Next place a shell at the paper’s center
with the “bowl” of the shell facing up (a half shell is traditionally used). The
shell represents the feminine cosmic circle. If you do not have a shell, you can
use something else that represents this for you. Always offer an item to the
despacho with focused intention and mindfulness.
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Next offer a small cross which represents the masculine energies and the
four sacred directions, this goes into the bowl of the shell. The cross can be a
cutout from paper or made of anything. The final fundamental pieces are the
k’intus which traditionally are sacred coca leaves, but we will use bay leaves
or olive leaves as a substitute. Take 3 bay leaves, hold them together fanned
out and pray with your intention and vision over them, blowing on them. You
can make as many k’intus as you need to infuse your intention and vision.
 
Next you offer flowers, and can place them around the center in a circular
pattern. Once the shell, cross, k’intus leaves, and flowers have been offered,
you can begin to lay in the other objects, being very mindful of which item
you are selecting and why, praying over each before placing in the despacho.
Items may include, but are not limited to: threads, paper, foil, little figures,
anything found in nature, sacred plant items, seeds, herbs, food items,
sprinkle of alcohol, stones, crystals, or anything else that speaks to you.
 
Despachos are always a work of art. Take your time and work through your
energy body rather than your rational mind.
 
Closing the Despacho
 
Once you are complete, it’s time to “close the door” by folding the paper at
the corners and creating a little bundle or package. Tie the despacho closed
with a string or yarn. 
 
Once closed and packaged, it is time to bury it! Take it to the place of your
choosing and with the same intention and prayer, bury it to give to Mother
Earth for transformation and manifestation.
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